
NMS is a smart messaging solution that integrates with 
leading brands of nurse call systems to deliver alerts, 
messages and notifications to smart phones and tablets, 
removing the requirement for pagers or dedicated 
medical devices.

Aidcall, Arm, Chubb, eZone and many others - even the oldest of systems can be 

system!

NMS - The Nursecall Messaging Service

Built on



SMarT MeSSagINg froM aNy leadINg NurSeCall BraNd

NMS delivers alerts, messages and notifications to 
the NMS app which is installed on smartphones or 
tablets. each carer signs in to the app with their unique 
username and password and chooses what alerts they 
want to receive depending on where in the building 
they will be working. This provides a unique audit trail 
of accountability of what resident made the alert, who 
accepted it, how long it took them and the reasons 
for the alert. a true timeline of events that is un-
manipulated and reportable.

relIaBle deSIgN BuIlT To evolve 

How does it work?
NMS utilises 3 main elements - The I.S., The NMS Cloud Platform, and the NMS app.

• The I.S. - The Integration Server is a device we install on site. This
physically connects to the Nursecall and fire alarm system using
RS232 Serial. When the I.S. receives messages, it sends them to the
NMS Cloud Platform;

• The NMS Cloud Platform - The brains behind the operation. It receives
all the messages and knows who needs to receive them. It keeps
everything running and runs all the reporting, as well as sending
messages to users on the NMS app;

• The NMS app - staff members use devices such as smartphones and
tablets to sign in to our secure app. This allows them to receive and
accept alerts, chat to other staff members and leaves patient notes
on calls attended.

By using the NMS, this removes the requirement for carrying pagers and loud alarm panels. It 
increases staff efficiency and productivity, whilst reducing the response time to patient alerts, since 
there is no longer a requirement to rush to a central panel or screen to determine the nature and 
location of the alert - all the information is delivered in a clear to understand message right on the 
screen of the staff who need it.

oNe devICe, MaNy uSeS

furthermore, the single smartphone can be used for multiple 
applications such as acoustic monitoring, digital care management, 
medication dispensary, door entry and mobile voIP calling. This removes 
the requirement of carrying several devices such as pagers, deCT 
phones, clip boards etc. It’s all managed by our secure software that 
ensures only approved applications and functions can be used on the 
device, and they’re tracked to swiftly locate a device in the event of loss 
or theft.



The NMS app can be used on a range of devices such as Smartphones or 
Tablets and works over Wifi or gSM/3g/4g lTe/5g, since the system 
is managed in the cloud to provide reliable, scaleable and centralised 
management of your notifications.

Better yet, since NMS integrates with every major nurse call and fire alarm 
system, you do not need to replace your existing system - NMS compliments 
and improves the performance and functionality of your existing systems, 
whilst providing a seamless end user experience. regardless if you have 1 care 
home or 100, it’s the same Portal and the same app, meaning it’s very easy to 
train staff and maintain a consistent standard throughout.

alerT revIeWS aNd INTegraTIoNS

After a carer accepts an alert, they can be asked to review the reason for 
the alert, include the state of the resident, and what action was required. 
There’s also a notes section to type in comments or a further explanation. 
There’s also a ‘general notes’ section which can include key information 
about the resident’s general health or conditions. This information is then 
recorded and available for auditing by managers.
In the future, NMS will be integrating with leading digital care planning 
software so this information can be automatically populated on the notes 
of residents profiles, reducing the requirement for duplicate data. This also 
means key information about residents can be displayed within NMS, such 
as the resident’s name, if there is a dNr or history of a condition such as 
a recent stroke or dementia - useful for agency staff or new starts who 
haven’t yet fully remembered all the residents or their individual needs!

Key Features:
• Cloud Managed - manage all sites, users and reports in one single dashboard; no need to 

log in to dozens of different IP’s, devices or portals

• Secure HTTPS access - all secured and encrypted data so no-ones getting un-authorised 
data!

• user friendly - clear, simple to read information and even available in several languages in a 
single click!

• Instant Message Chat - staff can message each other using a whatsapp-style chat, or 
managers can send out broadcasts to teams of staff (like if there is going to be a fire alarm 
test!)

• feature-rich reporting - easily identify any issues or recognition for productivity from 
busy members of staff. review alerts for patient notes for audit purposes.

WHaT doeS NMS aCHIeve?

• Improvement in Staff productivity and efficiency

• Improvement in accountability for attending alerts

• Calming Care environment

• Increased level of Care

• Single device carried by Care Staff

• easy to add more apps such as electronic Patient 
records or acoustic Monitoring
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